
Made in Australia in our environmentally friendly, solar powered production studio in Cullendore, New South Wales. Just a 
short drive to one of Australia’s highest altitude, cool climate wine regions, the Granite Belt.

2022 product range USD  V3.6


Introducing the 
2022 P-Type 

- CNC machined Lifter design 
- Double shimmed knife pivot on all models 
- Torx assembly screws 
- Internal helix pivot design

New for 2022



Features a textured stainless steel body with stainless steel components. A 
heavyweight designed for heavy use in professional wine service applications. 

> Body & Lifter - Milled from solid stainless steel bar 
> Helix - Conical Tapered in polished stainless steel 
> Blade - 440C knife stainless 
> Weight - 110 grams 
> Length - 119mm

Features a lightened skeletal stainless steel body and lifter with black Titanium coated 
components. Designed for heavy duty use in professional wine service applications. 
15% lighter than the standard Pro model. 

> Body & Lifter - Milled from solid stainless steel bar 
> Helix - Conical tapered with black titanium treatment 
> Blade - 440C steel with black titanium treatment 
> Black titanium coated spring capsule piston 
> Weight - 95 grams 
> Length - 119mm

P-Type Pro

P-Type Pro X

Design Notes: The Pro model is the foundation of the model range and is a super solid commercial tool in its most basic and stripped down form. It has weight and presence in 
the hand with an operational fluidity. Refined kinematics allow for a single stage extraction of even the longest of corks. 

Design Notes: The Pro X model was a response to the request for a lighter weight variant. Sections of the body were milled out giving a unique skeletal aesthetic. In the hand, the 
Pro X is noticeably lighter, and the additions of black titanium coating on the helix, foil blade and piston really lift the aesthetics.

All Code38 models come packaged in a premium presentation gift box 
with heavy-duty outer shipper box.Models

+ Additional experimental helix 
+ Capsule removal tool

+ Additional experimental helix 
+ Capsule removal tool



The body is milled from a solid bar of Aluminium Bronze with black (PVD) Titanium 
coated components. Designed for heavy use in professional wine service applications. 
The body will develop a patina with use giving a unique antique finish. 

> Body - Milled from solid aluminium bronze bar 
> Lifter - Milled from solid stainless steel bar 
> Helix - Conical tapered with black titanium treatment 
> Blade - 440C knife stainless with black titanium treatment 
> Weight - 100 grams  
> Length - 119mm 

P-Type Vintage

P-Type Titanium
Features a lightly textured pure titanium body with black Titanium coated components. 
Designed for heavy use in professional wine service applications and  has double the 
strength to weight ratio of other models. 

> Body - Milled from solid aerospace grade Titanium bar 
> Lifter - Milled from solid stainless steel bar 
> Helix - Conical tapered with black titanium treatment 
> Blade - 440C steel with black titanium treatment 
> Black titanium coated oversized piston and spring assembly 
> Weight - 75 grams  
> Length - 119mm

Design Notes: The metal, Aluminium Bronze is one of the more obscure metals available to us and is often found in the manufacture of ships propellers and in other marine 
applications for its resistance to corrosion in harsh ocean environments. In recent years we see this metal being used in the production of luxury items such as watches etc. With 
time and use, the surface will dull and develop a unique patina subject to environment and use. 

Design Notes: Titanium is a very special material, extremely corrosion resistant, lightweight and very strong. In fact it has the highest strength to weight ratio. But it's incredibly 
hard on tools and one of the most difficult materials to work with. The Titanium models have been the most challenging to produce but these are our favourite for the end result is 
stunning on a number of levels. 

+ Additional experimental helix 
+ Capsule removal tool

+ Additional experimental helix 
+ Capsule removal tool



Features a lightened skeletal body made in pure Titanium with black Titanium coated 
components. Designed for heavy use in professional wine service applications and  has 
twice the strength to weight ratio of other models. 

> Body - Milled from solid aerospace grade Titanium bar 
> Lifter is milled from solid aerospace titanium bar with blue oxide finish 
> Helix - Conical tapered with black titanium treatment 
> Blade - 440C knife stainless with black titanium treatment 
> Black titanium coated oversized piston and spring assembly 
> Weight - 70 grams  
> Length - 119mm

P-Type Titanium X

Design Notes: Our Titanium X pushes all the boundaries in terms of both design, and our production capabilities. The new slotted lifter is very carefully milled from a solid piece 
of Titanium and then finished and oxidised to the deep blue finish. The body is further lightened through milling of deep slots into the body which is quite a feat in this material. We 
can only achieve this level through the use the worlds finest machine tools, cutting oils, and processes, usually found only in the realm of aero space and medical.

In order to become the best, one must work with the best 
tools available. Working with one myself, the choice is 
quite obvious. Code38 is one of the “small details” that 
we have available to us, in order to give us a small 
advantage, and keeping us one step ahead of the rest. 
In the words of Aristotle; "We are what we repeatedly do" 
Excellence, therefore, is not an act, but a habit”. 

Sören Polonius of Swesomm

+ Experimental helix 
+ Capsule removal tool




